Women and executive jobs

In the LIEPP Policy Brief n°14, the three economists Clément Bosquet, Pierre-Philippe Combes and Cecilia García-Peñalosa discuss the proportion of women occupying an executive position. Medias and researchers got interested in the issue:

- The Huffington Post expounds on their conclusions in an article titled "Peu de femmes dans les postes à responsabilité : discrimination, autocensure ou moindre performance?".

- The sociologist Anne Revillard bring a complementary point of view to their analysis in the LIEPP Methodological Discussion Paper n°4: "Les inégalités de genre dans l'enseignement supérieur et la recherche: Discussion autour du LIEPP Policy Brief n°14".

For more details on the study, read in English the LIEPP Working Paper n°29: "Gender and Promotions : Evidence from Academic Economists in France" (Clément Bosquet, Pierre-Philippe Combes and Cecilia García-Peñalosa).
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